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Abstract

802.11 wireless LANs for broadband wireless access constitute a growing success story.
Currently, their deployment in single-cell (i.e. single AP) scenarios (homes, small business and
isolated hotspots) is well-supported by current .11 technology. However, increasing node
density implies the need for improved interference management. We propose a multi-cellular,
multi-hop approach to WLAN network design to support the twin goals of network scalability
(supporting larger number of users per unit area) while simultaneously extending coverage. This
is achieved by connecting APs wirelessly to form a (static) multi-hop .11 (mesh) networks. The
talk will describe the key advances needed at the associated physical and multiple access (MAC)
layers for such an architecture to achieve the necessary throughput scaling. A key innovation is
the use of multi interfaces (multi-radio) per node that provides significant new degrees of design
flexibility. Further, the role of cross-layer interference management techniques that allow joint
adaptation of the link and MAC parameters will be highlighted with examples; specifically, the
benefits from recent loss differentiation (i.e. the ability to classify the cause of packet loss)
based approaches will be emphasized.
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